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We demonstrate the first Optoelectronic oscillator that
uses Hollow-Core Photonic Bandgap Fiber (HC-PBGF) as a
delay element of a sufficient length to allow for low-noise
operation. We show experimentally that HC-PBGF can
improve the temperature stability of the oscillator by a
factor of more than 15 as compared to standard optical
fiber. We also measured the oscillator’s phase noise,
allowing evaluation of the suitability of HC-PBGF for this
application. Additionally this work also provides the first
characterization of the temperature stability of a longlength (>800 m in our study) of low-thermal sensitivity
(2 ps/km/K) HC-PBGF wound on a spool.
OCIS codes: (250.0250) Optoelectronics; (060.4005) Microstructured
fibers; (060.2400) Fiber properties.
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High quality microwave (>1 GHz) sources are an absolute
necessity in many fields of science and technology including
metrology, radio astronomy, radar, and communications. In these
applications, the stability and spectral purity of the microwave
source are the key parameters of interest. It is challenging however
to obtain high levels of spectral purity in conventional electrical
microwave generators in which frequency multiplication of a
radio-frequency (RF) oscillator (e.g., quartz, which oscillates at tens
of kHz to hundreds of MHz) is typically employed. This is mainly
because the frequency multiplication process also multiplies the
phase noise (thus degrading spectral purity) by 20logN (on a dB
scale), where N is the multiplicative factor [1].
An alternative route is to directly obtain high-frequency (>10
GHz) microwave signals without multiplication with the help of
photonics, e.g., using an Optoelectronic Oscillator (OEO) [2]. The
OEO, first demonstrated by Yao and Maleki [2], has phase noise
that is independent of the oscillating frequency and can operate up

to frequencies of tens of GHz without compromising the spectral
purity. These unique properties have made OEOs extremely
popular within the scientific community [1], with OEOs recently
becoming available commercially (e.g., from OEwaves Inc., USA).
OEOs with various architectures [2-8] have been proposed and
demonstrated. The key components of an OEO are: a light source,
an optical modulator, an optical delay element, a photodetector,
and a filter enabling single-frequency oscillation. Out of these, the
optical delay element is the critical component that differentiates
an OEO from a conventional microwave generator as it can
introduce a large delay (the phase noise typically decreases
quadratically with the loop delay [2]), while keeping the round-trip
loss (and thus also noise generated by any amplifiers within the
loop) very low. Micro resonators [7], fiber-ring resonators [8], and
optical fibers [2-6] have all been reported as delay elements in
OEOs. Out of these, optical fibers are the most widely used as they
are readily available in kilometer scale lengths and can easily be
integrated into OEO setups. Phase noise values as low as -163
dBc/Hz at 6 kHz offset frequency have been reported when a16km long optical fiber was used as the delay element [9].
Unfortunately, the propagation time of light through a standard
optical fiber is susceptible to ambient temperature variations,
causing the OEO loop delay to be dependent on the temperature.
As the OEO oscillating frequency depends on the loop delay,
temperature variations lead to thermally induced frequency drifts
in the generated microwave signals. Techniques such as
temperature stabilization of the OEO components [10], or locking
of the OEO frequency to an external optical (optical comb) [11] or a
microwave reference [12] have been reported to mitigate this
issue.
Here, we demonstrate the benefits of using an OEO optical delay
element made of a fiber with significantly lower thermal sensitivity
than that of standard single mode optical fiber. We use HollowCore Photonic Bandgap Fiber (HC-PBGF) which was recently
demonstrated to provide an 18.5 times lower sensitivity in the
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Fig. 1. (aa) Cross sectionall Scanning Electrron Microscope (SSEM) image of
the HC--PBGF used, (b) eexperimental OE
EO setup. MZM: M
Mach-Zehnder
Modulaator, PC: Polarization controlleer, DE: Delay element, PD:
Photodiiode, RFA: RF am
mplifier, EDFA: E
Erbium-doped fiiber amplifier,
Att.: Atttenuator, BPF: Baand-pass filter, GP
PS: Global position
ning system.
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As shown in Fig. 3b, for the 10 °C temperature change, the
frequency of the standard fiber-based OEO changed by 810 kHz
while the frequency of the HC-PBGF-based OEO changed just by 60
kHz. As mentioned earlier, the time delays induced by the two
fibers were not identical (2.45 µs for standard fiber and 2.88 µs for
HC-PBGF). Thus, we calculated OEO frequency drift per unit delay,
which gave 331 GHz/s for standard fiber and 21 GHz/s for HCPBGF. This shows that the HC-PBGF delay element was 15.8 times
less temperature sensitive as compared to the standard fiber delay
element.

Frequency Drift (Hz)

The drift of the OEO carrier frequency (10 GHz) was measured
using a frequency counter (model: FXM50, Menlo Systems GmbH,
Germany) after down-converting the signal to 50 MHz by mixing it
with a 9.95 GHz reference signal. The down converting signal (9.95
GHz) was obtained by detecting the 40th RF beat tone of a 248.75
MHz optical frequency comb (model: FC1500, Menlo Systems
GmbH, Germany). Both the frequency counter and the repetition
rate of the optical frequency comb were locked to a high stability,
GPS (Global Positioning System) synchronized, 10 MHz oscillator
(model: RefGen 10491, TimeTech GmbH, Germany).
First, we measured the performance of the OEO by exposing it
entirely (i.e. all of the constituent components shown in Part A and
Part B in Fig. 1b) to ambient temperature variations. As shown in
Fig. 2a, due to the switching on and off of the laboratory airconditioning unit, there was a periodic ambient temperature
variation of 2 °C (measured with a thermistor placed between Part
A and Part B (Fig. 1b) of the setup). Under these temperature
variations, the OEO carrier frequency varied on average by 18 kHz
and 120 kHz for the HC- PBGF and the standard fiber based OEOs,
respectively (Fig. 2b). It should be noted that even though the OEO
loop delay is mainly determined by the delay element, the optical
and electronic components of the OEO shown inside Part A also
contribute to the total loop delay (we measured this delay to be
around 250 ns). Under these conditions, the HC-PBGF-based OEO
frequency drift was 6.7 times lower than that of the standard fiberbased OEO. This result demonstrates that a significant frequency
stability improvement is obtained with the HC-PBGF delay
element when the entire OEO is subject to temperature variations.
To identify the ultimate frequency stability improvement that
can be obtained with HC-PBGF as the delay element, we measured
its net contribution to the overall OEO frequency drift. This
required varying the temperature of the delay element whilst
keeping the rest of the OEO loop (i.e. components in Part A, Fig. 1b)
at a constant temperature. To do this, we placed the delay element
in a temperature-controlled oven and enclosed the components in
Part A in thermally-insulated foam box. Then we cycled the
temperature within the oven between 26 °C and 36 °C (i.e. a 10 °C
variation as shown in Fig. 3a) and measured the corresponding
OEO carrier frequency drift.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ambient temperature variation measured at the OEO setup
(by placing a thermistor in air between Part A and Part B). (b)
Measured OEO frequency drift with all of its components exposed to
ambient temperature variations.
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Fig. 3. (a) Temperature cycling of the OEO delay elements while
keeping the rest of the OEO at a constant temperature, (b) Measured
OEO frequency drift during temperature cycling.

Next we calculated the TCD of the two fibers used as the delay
elements from the changes in the OEO loop delay (Δτ), which can
be expressed in terms of the frequency drift of the OEO(fdrift),
carrier frequency of the OEO (fosc = 10 GHz) and the free spectral
range (FSR) of the OEO loop according to:

Δτ = τ − τ =

1
1
ΔFSR
f
−
≈
=
f FSR
FSR
FSR
FSR

(2)

where subscripts 1, 2 are for two different temperatures, ΔFSR =
FSR1 - FSR2, and we assumed FSR ≈ FRS1 ≈ FSR2. Substituting this
into Eq. 1 gives:

TCD =
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We measured the FSR from the RF output spectra (as there are
always visible peaks in the RF spectrum corresponding to the
cavity FSR) to be 320 kHz with HC-PBGF and 365 kHz with the
standard fiber. Considering the fdrift values shown in Fig. 3, we
calculated the TCD values to be 2.2 ps/km/K for the HC-PBGF
delay element and 44.4 ps/km/K for the standard fiber delay
element respectively. The calculated TCD of the HC-PBGF from our
experiment is about 10% higher than that previously reported
[13]. The TCD of standard fiber is also about 10% higher than the
40 ps/km/K reported in [18, 27]. We believe this discrepancy is
due to the thermal expansion of the fiber spools used in our
experiments.
Finally, we measured the close to carrier phase noise of the
signals produced by the two OEOs (shown in Fig. 4) using the
Photonic delay technique [28]. These measurements revealed that

the HC-PBGF-based OEO has higher phase noise at low offset
frequencies as compared to the standard fiber-based OEO.
Specifically, it is worse by 11 dB at a 1 kHz offset and 3 dB at a 10
kHz offset. This slight degradation is most likely due to the nonoptimized signal launch conditions into/from the HC-PBGF and
standard fiber pigtails and scattering inside the HC-PBGF, resulting
in multi-path interference leading to increased intensity noise [21]
that degrades the phase noise [22] as discussed earlier.
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Fig. 4. Close to carrier phase noise properties of the OEO with the two
delay elements.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an OEO employing a 860
m long HC-PBGF fiber. Our experimental results show that up to
15.8 times better temperature stability can be achieved by
replacing standard fiber with HC-PBGF. The phase noise of the HCPBGF-based OEO was slightly degraded as compared to that based
on standard fiber. We expect the current performance to be
significantly improved by optimizing launch/output coupling (e.g.,
by using better-matched mode field adapters) into/from HC-PBGF
and by utilizing lower-scattering-loss, higher modal-purity HCPBGFs [29] which are expected to be available in the near future.
From the thermally-induced frequency drift of the OEO signal,
we have evaluated the fibre thermal coeficient of delay (TCD) of
HC-PBGF. Our result, 2.2 ps/km/K, is about 10% larger than that
reported in Ref. [13] in which the measurement was performed on
significantly shorter samples (less than 20 m) which were not
spun on fiber spools, suggesting that this slight difference could be
due to expansion of the spool.
In our future work, we plan to exploit a recently-published HCPBGF that has zero TCD [30].
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